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fMRI Activation in Response to Illusory
Contours and Salient Regions in the
Human Lateral Occipital Complex
went an important step further by localizing the IC-spe-
cific region with respect to known visual cortical areas.
The strongest IC-related activation was found in the
Lateral Occipital Complex (LOC), in a cortical strip ante-
rior to the first three retinotopically organized visual ar-
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eas, which included V3A, V4v, V7, and V8. These regions
have been previously shown to respond preferentially
to familiar objects and object fragments (Grill-SpectorSummary
et al., 1998; Malach et al., 1995; responses to object
stimuli also extend into more anterior portions of lateralRegions in the human Lateral Occipital Complex (LOC)
occipito-temporal cortex; cf. Kanwisher et al., 1996).show fMRI responses to illusory surfaces. We show
LOC therefore represents a later stage than V2 in thethat the LOC activation is due to the globally com-
presumed hierarchy of visual cortex, both anatomicallypleted region and occurs even when the region is not
and functionally. In contrast, in the early visual corticalbounded by illusory contours (ICs). Kanizsa-type stim-
areas V1 and V2, Mendola et al. (1999) found very littleuli were modified by rounding the corners of the “pac-
fMRI activation in response to IC surfaces (but see Segh-men” inducers and misaligning them slightly. The im-
ier et al., 2000, for a study eliciting fMRI responses inpression of an enclosed, salient region (SR) remained,
V1 using dynamic IC stimuli).although ICs were no longer perceived (psychophysi-
The use of the same term, “illusory contours,” to de-cal data). fMRI activity was elevated for both the IC
scribe the stimuli that elicited responses in early visualand SR stimuli, compared to their control stimuli. The
cortex (V1/V2) and LOC overlooks an important differ-LOC response to salient regions may be the result of
ence between the neurons in these brain regions. V1/fast but crude region-based segmentation processes,
V2 neurons have small receptive fields, and they arewhich are useful for selecting parts of cluttered images
known to respond to edges, and therefore the interpre-for more detailed, computationally intensive pro-
tation that their responses to Kanizsa-type stimuli rep-cessing.
resented portions of the (illusory) bounding contour
followed naturally. In contrast, LOC neurons pool infor-Introduction
mation from large portions of the visual field, often span-
ning both hemifields (Grill-Spector et al., 1998; TootellA central component of visual processing is segmenting
et al., 1998; see also electrophysiological findings aboutthe retinal image into surfaces corresponding to differ-
receptive field sizes in monkey higher visual cortex,ent objects. Visual segmentation involves computations
Gross et al., 1969; Seacord et al., 1979; Tanaka, 1996).which are more complex than mere edge detection, such
Therefore, for LOC neurons it is difficult to talk aboutas completing surfaces which are fragmented in the
responses to the “illusory contour” parts of the stimulusimage due to occlusion, shadows, or changing illumina-
separately from responses to the figure as a whole. Thistion. Illusory contours (ICs) have been used extensively
suggests that the increased fMRI activation in responseto study the mechanisms underlying scene segmenta-
to Figure 1A may have been elicited by the completedtion. How IC completion is achieved by the brain is not
surface—the diamond—in a way which is independentwell understood. There is evidence that cells in early
of the existence of ICs in the image.visual cortical areas (V1/V2) in the macaque monkey
Is the distinction between a surface and its bounding
respond to ICs (i.e., to stimuli which contain a perceptu-
contour a valid one? It is true that in general surfaces
ally completed edge but no luminance-defined edge,
are delineated by bounding contours. But in real-world
within their “classical receptive field”; Bakin et al., 2000; scenes, portions of the bounding contours are often
Grosof et al., 1993; Lee and Nguyen, 2001; Peterhans hard to detect—because of surface similarity, lighting
and von der Heydt, 1989; Ramsden et al., 2001; Sheth conditions, or blur. Identification of surfaces based
et al., 1996; Sugita, 1999; von der Heydt et al., 1984). solely on detection of bounding contours therefore re-
More recently, several brain imaging studies exam- quires contour completion computations, which are re-
ined responses to ICs in the human brain. Hirsch et al. source intensive and slow. This led computer vision
(1995) compared fMRI BOLD activation in response to scientists to try a different approach, of going from the
Kanizsa-type ICs (similar to that in Figure 1A; Kanizsa, surface to its boundaries, rather than the other way
1955, 1976) with activation in response to control stimuli around. In this literature, the term “salient region” is
which contained similar local features but lacked the used to refer to a set of contiguous image pixels that
globally completed surface (Figure 1B). They found that likely corresponds to a major surface in the scene. Algo-
there was a cortical region that responded more strongly rithms for the detection of salient regions benefit from
to the ICs than to the control stimuli and concluded that the possibility of propagating signals in all directions
this excess activation reflected processing related to (rather than only along contours; cf. Pao et al., 1999;
the IC surface (see also Ffytche and Zeki, 1996). A later Sharon et al., 2000; Shi and Malik, 2000; see also Supple-
study (Mendola et al., 1999) used similar IC stimuli but mental Figure S4 at http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/
full/37/2/323/DC1). This means that salient regions (SRs,
our abbreviation) can be detected rapidly, even in rela-*Correspondence: nava@cns.nyu.edu
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Figure 2. Illustration that the Salient Region “Pops Out” Even When
It Is Not Bound by Illusory Contours
Figure 1. Illustration of the Stimuli Used in the fMRI Experiments
(A) IC experimental stimulus; the perceptually completed diamond- of a global surface but, upon closer scrutiny, may not
shape surface appears to be bounded by a contour also in parts correspond to an actual surface in the scene (and thus
where there is no luminance gradient. would not be supported by a bounding contour all
(B) IC control stimulus; the rearrangement of the inducing elements
around, either luminance defined or IC). Results of Gurn-eliminates the scene interpretation of an occluding diamond and,
sey et al. (1996) offer a way to test experimentally thatwith it, the ICs.
a region is “salient” (by the above definition). These(C) SR experimental stimulus; the arrangement of the inducing ele-
ments creates an impression of an enclosed (“salient”) region, but authors followed up a study by Davis and Driver (1994),
this region is not bounded by crisp illusory contours (note that who reported that Kanizsa-type illusory surfaces “pop
bounding ICs cannot be seen even with mental effort). out” in a visual search task. Gurnsey et al. (1996) found
(D) SR control stimulus; the saliency of the central region is dimin-
that the rapid search performance was maintained evenished by the rearrangement of the inducing elements.
when the ICs bounding the Kanizsa squares were elimi-
nated. They noted that, although ICs were no longer
perceived, the targets all contained an enclosed region,tively cluttered scenes. Furthermore, since a region is
always bound by contours all around (by necessity, to- and they hypothesized that a rapid detection of this
region was the basis for the good performance. Thus,pologically), the SR map gives a first approximation for
the edges in the scene. At the same time, it is a crude although they did not use the term “salient regions” to
refer to their stimuli, their results support the idea thatmap, since the bounding contours are not worked out
in detail, and therefore more detailed processing is re- SRs exist and have functional significance in human
vision. Gurnsey et al. (1996) used a different manipula-quired. Detection of SRs has therefore emerged as a
useful strategy to direct computational resources to se- tion from ours to eliminate the ICs (interrupting them by
short orthogonal bars). Therefore, to generalize theirlect portions in the image. SRs can be thought of as
“candidate surfaces,” worthy of further processing, results and to make a direct connection to our case, we
applied their search paradigm to SR stimuli resemblingsuch as boundary completion.
The dissociation between regions and bounding con- those in Figure 1C (target) and 1D (distractors). The rapid
search performance was maintained (data not shown).tours can be made in human vision, too. Figure 1C shows
a modification of Figure 1A where the “pacman-shaped” An informal demonstration of this effect can be seen in
Figure 2, where the SR “pops out” among the distractorinducers were altered so as to eliminate the sharp cor-
ners (discontinuities) in their outline and the colinearity elements.
The SR stimuli therefore offer a way to ask whetherof their edges. These manipulations were shown to re-
duce dramatically the strength of illusory contours, as the previously observed LOC responses to Kanizsa-type
illusory surfaces required the presence of bounding ICs.measured by ratings of the perceived “clarity” of percep-
tually completed edges (Kellman and Shipley, 1991; Ru- (Note that we restrict the term “illusory contours,” or
ICs, to refer to the [perceived] bounding contours andbin, 2001; Shipley and Kellman, 1990; see also below,
dot localization experiment). Nevertheless, at first not to the entire Kanizsa-type stimulus.) We therefore
decided to test the response of LOC to Figure 1C com-glance, a clear impression of an enclosed region is
formed. Borrowing the term from computer vision, we pared to Figure 1D (note the close parallelism with the
design of Hirsch et al., 1995, and Mendola et al., 1999,refer to it as a salient region (SR). Perceptually, we define
a SR as an image region which creates a first impression illustrated in Figures 1A and 1B). If the response to Figure
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1A found in previous studies required the existence of
bounding ICs, we should not find fMRI activation in re-
sponse to Figure 1C. If, on the other hand, the activation
found previously was caused by the salient region, Fig-
ure 1C may lead to similar activation. In particular, if
LOC participates in the detection of salient regions, then
we should definitely expect a response to Figure 1C.
Results
In the scans of objects versus scrambled objects (LOC
localization), all observers showed robust activation in
lateral portions of the occipito-temporal cortex, re-
sponding more strongly to the objects stimuli. The am-
plitude modulation of the across-observer mean time
course was 1.25%. Significant voxels appeared also in
other brain regions: in the medial portions of the occipital
lobe, with reversed phase indicating greater activation
in response to the scrambled objects, and in the intrapa-
rietal sulcus. (Supplemental Figure S1 at http://www.
neuron.org/cgi/content/full/37/2/323/DC1 shows acti-
vation maps for one representative observer, 05).
Our critical fMRI experiment had two conditions, IC
and SR. Each condition consisted of eight cycles of
alternation between “experimental” and “control” blocks
Figure 3. Responses in the LOC to Illusory Contours(cf. Figures 1A–1D). We conducted an ANOVA with the
(A) Across-observers average time course in LOC for the IC condi-average activation level in each block as dependent
tion. The gray regions indicate “experimental” blocks, the white
variables (i.e., a set of 16 values per condition per ob- regions “control” blocks. Red bars indicate the average activation
server). The ANOVA had three factors: condition, block, values computed within five-point windows centered at each epoch.
and observer (see Experimental Procedures). The analy- (The same procedure was used with individual data to produce the
16 values used for statistical testing.)sis revealed a main effect of block (F[1,224]  74.2, p 
(B) Activation maps for observer 04 in the IC condition (slices 06–08;1014) with no interaction between block and condition.
for all slices, see Figure S2 in the Supplemental Data availableThus, the LOC showed greater activation for the experi-
at http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/37/2/323/DC1). The red
mental than control stimuli in both the IC and SR condi- scale gives the significance level of voxels which were more active
tions. The lack of interaction between block and condi- in the “experimental” block (Figure 1A); the blue scale is for the
tion (F[1,224]  0.14, p  0.71) indicates that the main voxels which were more active in the “control” block (Figure 1B).
The white outline shows the regions included in the functional defini-effect of block was present and comparable in both
tion of LOC.conditions. (Our statistical power would allow us to de-
tect a difference between the IC and SR conditions if it
were 50% or more of the modulation depths). This
means that the LOC responds to salient regions even while in another study (Mendola et al., 1999), most ob-
servers did. First, there might have been differences inwhen they are not bounded by illusory contours.
In addition to the effect of block, there was an interac- signal strength related to fMRI methodology (e.g., coil
sensitivity, pulse sequence used) and/or intrinsic scan-tion between observer and block (F[7,224]  6.2, p 105).
To examine this further, we analyzed individual observ- ner noise. Second, the analysis we employed was differ-
ent and included more conservative statistical criteriaers’ data (two-tailed t test,   0.05). All eight observers
showed higher activation for the “experiment” than the (e.g., correction for multiple comparisons). Finally, some
of the difference may lie in individual differences be-“control” blocks in both the IC and SR conditions, but
this difference reached significance only in four observ- tween observers. (Interestingly, the four observers who
did not reach significance in our study were all noviceers (01–04) for the IC condition and three of these for
the SR condition. To verify that significant responses to fMRI observers, whereas Mendola et al. note that all of
their observers were highly practiced fMRI participants.the IC and SR stimuli can be obtained also in a popula-
tion of observers who do not reach significance individu- This issue may warrant further investigation.)
Figure 3A shows the across-observer mean LOC timeally, we performed a second ANOVA including only those
four observers (05–08). The results showed a main effect course for the IC condition. Representative activation
maps (observer 04, select slices) are shown in Figureof block (F[1,112]  8.6, p  0.005) and no interaction
with observer or condition. Thus, although the difference 3B. Figure 4 shows the results for the SR condition in
the same format. Both time courses clearly show abetween experimental and control stimuli may not reach
significance individually for some observers, as a group, higher BOLD response to the “experimental” stimuli, i.e.,
the ICs and the SRs, compared with the “control” stimuli.they show a highly significant response to both the IC
and SR conditions. The depths of modulation were comparable in the two
experiments, averaging 0.45% (IC) and 0.41% (SR).There are a few possible explanations why some of
our observers did not reach significance individually, Moreover, A linear regression between the IC and SR
Neuron
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Figure 5. Experimental Paradigm, Dot Localization Task
After the pre-cue (750 ms), an IC or SR stimulus was presented for
150 ms, and then a probe dot appeared (shown here near the left
illusory edge). Observers had to report whether the dot fell “in” or
“out” of the enclosed region of the IC or SR.
p  0.005). Thus, the exclusion of a few voxels that
showed significant modulation in the IC and/or SR ex-
Figure 4. Responses in the LOC to Salient Regions periments from the functionally defined LOC did not
(A) Across-observers average time course in LOC for the SR con- change the main result.
dition.
One possible concern about the LOC response to the(B) Activation maps for observer 04 in the SR condition (slices 06–08;
SR stimuli is that the manipulation we performed tofor all slices, see Figure S3 in the Supplemental Data available at
eliminate the bounding ICs was not effective enough.http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/37/2/323/DC1).
Notations in (A) and (B) are the same as in Figure 3. Although it has been shown that rounding the corners
(L junctions) and misaligning the edges greatly reduce
IC perception, this has only been done with subjective
rating procedures (Kellman and Shipley, 1991; Rubin,modulation depths in individual observers (which
ranged from 0.25% to 1%) showed that the individual 2001; Shipley and Kellman, 1990). There was the risk
that there were some weak or residual ICs that observersresponse strengths were highly correlated (slope  1,
r  0.88). The pattern of activation is also very similar did not report but that affected LOC activity. To test this,
we conducted a psychophysical experiment designed toin the two cases. The activation maps looked similar
also for the other observers who individually showed measure the strength of the bounding contours of the
IC and SR stimuli (as well as two control stimuli, seesignificant modulation of activity in both the IC and SR
experiments. In these observers, there was also signifi- below). Figure 5 illustrates the experimental design. The
task involved the localization of a probe dot which wascant activation in parietal regions; since the present
study focuses on LOC activation, those regions were presented briefly near the (putative) boundary of the
enclosed region. Observers had to report whether the dotnot analyzed further.
Examining the individual observers’ activation maps fell inside or outside the region. The results for the IC and
SR conditions are shown in Figure 6. The psychometricin the IC and SR experiments, we noticed that for some
observers there were significant voxels in lateral occip- curves in the top panel show the across-observer aver-
age fraction of “out” responses as a function of dotito-temporal cortex which fell outside the functionally
defined LOC (i.e., they were not activated in the objects position. The slopes of the curves provide an estimate
of the sharpness of the perceived boundary: responsesversus scrambled objects runs). We therefore performed
the following additional analysis. For each observer, we change more quickly from “in” to “out” in the vicinity
of sharp boundaries. There was a marked differencegenerated regions of interests (ROIs) based on anatomi-
cal markers. The ROIs consisted of the inferior and mid- between the slopes of the curves in the IC and SR condi-
tions. Defining threshold as the dot displacementdle occipital gyri, the lateral and inferior occipital sulci,
and the lunate sulcus, when present (cf. Moore and needed to shift responses from 50% to 82% “out,” the
thresholds were 9.2 and 19.9 min-arc for ICs and SRs,Engel, 2001). We then computed the mean time courses
of these ROIs in the IC and SR experiments in each respectively. The bottom panel shows the thresholds
for the individual observers. The two control conditionsobserver and conducted the same analysis as before.
The eight-observer ANOVA showed a main effect of assessed performance when the boundary was a lumi-
nance-defined contour and when no salient region wasblock (F[1,224]  61.2, p  1012) and no interaction with
condition (F[1,224]  2.0, p  0.16) or observer (F[7,224]  present at all (RC and XH, respectively; see Experimental
Procedures). The XH threshold was 16.1 min-arc (95%1.3, p  0.23). Similar results were obtained with the
four-observer ANOVA (main effect of block, F[1,112]  9.8, confidence interval: 14.3–17.9), indicating that dot local-
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Figure 6. Results, Dot Localization Task
(Top panel) Psychometric curves, across-
observer means. The fraction of “out” re-
sponses is plotted against dot position, for
the IC (left) and SR (right) conditions. The
greater slope in the IC condition indicates a
markedly sharper perceived boundary than
in the SR condition. Thresholds (see text) are
indicated on the top left of each graph, with
the 95% confidence intervals below. (Bottom
panel) Thresholds for individual observers in
the IC (white) and SR (gray) conditions (error
bars show the 95% confidence intervals).
ization in the SR condition did not benefit at all from the a dot localization task to quantify the sharpness of the
(putative) boundaries of ICs and SRs. Test dots werepresence of the salient region. In other words, there
were no residual IC boundaries. (The slightly better per- briefly positioned in the vicinity of the boundaries, and
observers had to judge whether they were “inside” orformance for XHs than SRs is probably due to the
crosses, which provided some alignment information.) “outside” the completed region. The slopes of the psy-
chometric functions indicated that the (perceived)The RC threshold was 6.0 min-arc (confidence interval:
4.3–7.6), indicating that perceptually completed ICs can boundary of the IC stimuli was indeed sharp and well
localized, while that of the SR stimuli was not.support boundary localization almost as well as lumi-
nance-defined contours (although the difference be- The psychophysical results also ruled out the possibil-
ity that the BOLD activation observed in the LOC with thetween the RC and IC conditions is statistically signif-
icant). SR stimuli occurred because observers could perceive
bounding ICs in those stimuli by exerting “mental effort,”
or “imagery.” Surely, if that were possible, they wouldDiscussion
have done so in the behavioral task, where perception
of bounding ICs improved performance. The poor dotWe compared fMRI BOLD responses in the Lateral Oc-
localization performance in the SR condition indicatescipital Complex (LOC) to illusory contour (IC) and salient
that those stimuli cannot support the perception of ICs,region (SR) stimuli. It was previously shown that the
with or without mental effort. This still leaves room forLOC is activated in response to Kanizsa-type surfaces
the possibility that our observers were exerting (inten-(Hirsch et al., 1995; Mendola et al., 1999; cf. Figures 1A
tionally or not) some mental effort to see the enclosedand 1B). We asked whether this activation required the
region. This possibility, while worth mentioning, doespresence of the perceptually completed (“illusory”)
not pose a problem for the present work, since our goalbounding contours of the Kanizsa surfaces or whether
was to test whether the bounding ICs were critical forit was related to the presence of the global surface
LOC activation. The possible interaction between SRitself. To test this, we used stimuli which did not contain
perception and attention remains a question for futurebounding ICs but nevertheless created an impression
research.of an enclosed, salient region (Figures 1C and 1D). We
Given the behavioral evidence for a weak boundingfound that the SR stimuli led to a similar level of activa-
contour in the SR stimuli, the increased BOLD activationtion in the LOC, compared with IC stimuli.
they produced in the LOC may appear surprising. ButPerceptual differences between Kanizsa-type illusory
turning our attention to the perceptual similarities be-surfaces and modified versions resembling our SR stim-
tween IC and SR stimuli (rather than their differences)uli (rounded corners, misaligned edges) have been doc-
offers a possible clue. The perceptual similarities be-umented, but so far they have been restricted to subjec-
tween IC-bound Kanizsa-type stimuli and their modifiedtive rating procedures (Kellman and Shipley, 1991;
counterparts, salient regions not bounded by ICs, haveRubin, 2001; Shipley and Kellman, 1990). Given the simi-
been established with the technique of visual search.lar LOC responses we obtained, it became more critical
As mentioned before, Gurnsey et al. (1996) showed thatto insure that there was a robust perceptual difference
between the two types of stimuli. We therefore designed stimuli which created an impression of an enclosed re-
Neuron
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Figure 7. A Possible Role for Salient Region
Detection in the LOC
Feedback from the LOC about the location of
salient regions may direct resource-intensive
contour completion processes in early visual
cortex (V1/V2) to those regions.
gion “popped out” in a visual search task even if, upon von der Heydt et al., 1984). There is also behavioral
evidence that early cortical areas are critical for thefurther inspection, the enclosed region was not percep-
perception of ICs (Pillow and Rubin, 2002). The observa-tually bound by ICs. Their modified Kanizsa squares
tion that image details at high spatial resolution can(which conform to our definition of SRs) yielded search
affect whether IC surfaces are perceived or not (e.g.,slopes of 8.5 ms/item, virtually identical to those found
the rounded corners in Figure 1C; Minguzzi, 1987; Rubin,by Davis and Driver for (intact) Kanizsa-type illusory
2001; Shipley and Kellman, 1990) provides a computa-surfaces (10 ms/item). In contrast, Gurnsey et al. (1996)
tional motivation why early visual cortical areas shouldfound that detection of an IC-bound surface among SR
be involved in contour completion. These areas havedistractors was extremely slow (98 ms/item), indicating
immediate access to high-resolution information in thethat the two types of stimuli are hard to distinguish by
image, and this could necessitate their constant involve-preattentive mechanisms.
ment in the processing (Lee, 2002; Lee et al., 1998).The rapid detection of SRs brings up the possibility
Finally, it was recently reported that LOC responses tothat human vision may be employing a similar strategy
IC stimuli occur extremely fast, within 90–100 ms, mak-to that used in computer vision for segmentation. Recall
ing the idea of feedback from LOC to early cortex plausi-that in that field researchers process real-world, clut-
ble (Murray et al., 2002). There is also the possibility thattered images by first detecting salient regions using
communication between early cortex and LOC takesfast-but-crude algorithms and then combining them with
place iteratively, refining information about global re-more computationally intensive contour-based algo-
gions as well as contours (Grossberg, 1988; Ringachrithms applied to restricted parts of the image—the sa-
and Shapley, 1996).lient regions. It is true that occasionally a salient region
If the processing of completed contours indeed in-may turn out not to correspond to a global surface, but
volves early cortex, then it should be possible to observequite often salient regions do correspond to the main
differential response to our IC versus SR stimuli in thoseobjects in the scene, and therefore detecting them first
areas. In particular, early cortical neurons whose re-is a useful strategy to reduce computational load. The
ceptive fields lie on the perimeter of SRs should notidea that this strategy is used by the brain offers a simple
show the same kind of responses as when bounding
interpretation for our fMRI results. They suggest that
ICs fall within their receptive fields. This question could
the LOC plays a role in the rapid detection of salient
be pursued with electrophysiological experiments; it
regions but that it plays a lesser role (or not at all) in may be more difficult to approach with fMRI. The exist-
the contour-based computations that distinguish SRs ing electrophysiological results suggest that only a frac-
bound by ICs from those which are not. tion of the orientation-selective V1/V2 neurons respond
If the LOC is not sensitive to the presence of the sharp to completed contours and that their responses are of-
bounding illusory contours, what might be the neural ten weaker than to luminance-defined contours (Bakin
basis for their perception? A reasonable conjecture is et al., 2000; Peterhans and von der Heydt, 1989; Sugita,
that contour-based processes that support the percep- 1999; von der Heydt et al., 1984). Nevertheless, precise
tion of ICs are performed in early, retinotopically orga- localization of the early visual cortical sites responsive
nized visual areas (V1, V2, or both). This, in turn, sug- to a portion of the (completed) boundary is technically
gests that early visual cortex relies on feedback from possible with fMRI, and with enough averaging it may
LOC to restrict computationally intensive processes to be possible to observe responses to bounding ICs in
salient regions. Figure 7 illustrates this idea schemati- those sites. This would allow testing the prediction that
cally. There are many observations that support the idea when the ICs are eliminated early cortical responses
that contour completion relies on early cortex. First, should disappear, too. However, it is unlikely that fMRI
there are the well known electrophysiological results methods will allow, in the near future, to test the hypoth-
showing that activity of early visual cortical cells can esis that feedback from LOC is important for contour
be highly correlated with the perception of illusory and completion processes in early cortex. Methods with
occluded contours (Bakin et al., 2000; Lee and Nguyen, much higher temporal resolution would need to be em-
ployed for this purpose.2001; Peterhans and von der Heydt, 1989; Sugita, 1999;
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and the pair of blocks was repeated eight times for a total of 256Another important direction for further research is how
s (128 fMRI acquisitions). Each experiment was repeated twice, andsalient regions are detected in the brain. Here we
data were averaged (after motion correction, see below; for fourshowed that they activate the LOC and summarized the
observers, two experiments were repeated three times; see Table
psychophysical evidence that SRs are rapidly detected S1 in the Supplemental Data available at http://www.neuron.org/
by human observers and the computational motivation cgi/content/full/37/2/323/DC1). Visual stimuli were generated by a
Macintosh Powerbook G3 computer. The graphical output (640 for why SR detection may be advantageous. But we did
480 pixels) was fed into an Epson PowerLite 7250 LCD projectornot go into the question of how they are detected—in
equipped with an extra focusing lens. The projected image passedother words, what are the image cues that are used by
through a focusing lens, was deflected 90 by a mirror, and appearedthe brain to identify SRs. Here, too, some insight might
on a plastic rear-projection screen. Observers viewed the stimuli in
be gained from work in computer vision, which suggests a mirror mounted on the head coil. Observers were required to
that a large variety of image properties—brightness, maintain fixation during the scans.
The LO Complex was defined functionally by its response to pic-color, texture, size, etc.—can be useful in the initial,
tures of everyday objects. (This method is different from that usedcrude parsing of an image into regions. Identifying the
by Mendola et al., who localized the LOC with respect to earlyrole that those image cues play in SR detection in the
retinotopic cortex, but has been widely used by other researchers;brain would require further work, both behavioral and
Grill-Spector et al., 1998; Kanwisher et al., 1996; Malach et al., 1995).
physiological. Observers viewed alternating blocks which contained grayscale pic-
tures of either objects or scrambled versions of the same objects.
Experimental Procedures The objects were shown in isolation on a homogeneous background
and subtended, on average, 14 visual angle. The scrambled ver-
Observers sions were generated by breaking down each image into 20  20
Eight observers (three women) participated in the fMRI experiments. tiles and randomizing their position while maintaining the distribu-
Two of the observers were the authors (01 and 02, respectively). tion of the luminance in the image approximately equal to that in the
Eight observers participated in the psychophysical experiment. Four intact object pictures. This ensured that the low spatial frequency
of them also participated in the fMRI experiments (01, 02, 05, and 06). content of the two types of stimuli was comparable. To make the
The observers were not told the specific purpose of the experiments. high spatial frequency content of the two types of stimuli compara-
Four of the fMRI participants were very experienced at being ble, a grid of thin (two-pixel wide) dark lines was superimposed on
scanned in MRI machines (01–04). Five observers (six for the psy- both sets of images. The lines were positioned right on the borders
chophysics experiment) received payment for their participation. All between the tiles in the scrambled-object images (and in the same
observers were between the ages of 18 and 40 and had normal or positions in the intact-object images), resulting in identical sharp-
corrected-to-normal vision. Informed consent was obtained from edge content in the two sets. Tiles were small enough so that object
all observers (procedures approved by the New York University parts could not be identified in the scrambled pictures. Each block
Committee on Activities Involving Human Subjects and the consisted of 16 pictures of objects or their scrambled counterparts,
Princeton University Institutional Review Panel). presented for 1 s each. There were 32 objects in all, grouped into
two sets. The 16 objects in each set (and in the scrambled sets)
MRI Acquisition were presented four times in pseudorandomized order, and the sets
Observers were scanned on a 3 Tesla head-only Siemens Allegra were presented in alternating order.
MRI machine located at Princeton University. A Siemens head coil There were two types of experimental stimuli: illusory contours
(transmitter-receiver) was used for all scans. Two types of high- (IC) and salient regions (SR). IC stimuli were Kanizsa-type diamond
resolution T1-weighted scans were obtained for each observer. A surfaces like that shown in Figure 1A, and the control stimuli con-
set of 170 slices were collected in the sagittal plane with the sisted of four outward-facing “pacmen” like those shown in Figure
MPRAGE sequence (TR 11 ms, TE 4 ms). Slices were 1 mm apart 1B. The “pacmen” radius and the sides of the illusory diamonds
(no gap) and had 256  256 voxels (1  1 mm) each. In addition, a were 1 and 5 visual angle, respectively. Therefore, the support
set of 16 slices were acquired in a near-coronal plane (parallel to ratio (the ratio between the luminance-defined portion and the entire
the brainstem), using a T1-weighted EPI pulse sequence (TR 200 bounding contour) was 0.4, and the stimuli subtended 9 visual angle
ms, TE 5 ms). Interslice distance was 3 mm (no gap), resolution (distance between furthest edges of inducers; two observers were
256  256, FOV 192 mm, resulting in 3  0.75  0.75 mm voxels. shown stimuli which were twice as large; see Table S1 with the
The slices were taken at the same position and orientation as the Supplemental Data available at http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/
functional scans (see below), covering the occipital lobe and poste- full/37/2/323/DC1). Stimuli were contrast-reversed at a rate of 0.5
rior portions of the temporal and parietal lobes. The T1-weighted Hz. The experimental and control SR stimuli looked like those illus-
EPI images were used, in conjunction with the MPRAGE images, to trated in Figures 1C and 1D, respectively. They were generated by
determine the precise anatomical location of functional EPI data, manually tracing the outlines of the IC inducers while eliminating
as well as to display those data on high-resolution anatomical back- their sharp corners and then rotating each inducer by 10 clockwise
ground. Functional (T2*-weighted) EPI images (TR  2 s, TE  30 to eliminate the alignment of the straight parts of the edges. Other
ms, flip angle 90) were acquired using the same slice prescription than that, all other details of the SR stimuli were identical to those
as the T1-weighted EPIs, except that the in-plane resolution was of the IC stimuli. Perceptual data were not collected from the observ-
64  64, resulting in 3  3  3 mm voxels. Each functional scan ers, but in debriefings they confirmed that the IC stimuli seemed to
consisted of 136 consecutive acquisitions, thus lasting 272 s. The have a bounding contour all around, while the SR stimuli did not
visual stimulation started with the fifth acquisition and was preceded (see also Shipley and Kellman, 1990).
by a visual “countdown” stimulus, to minimize artifacts due to the
onset of the loud noise and prepare the observer for the onset of
the stimulus. To offset for this delay and the hemodynamic delay, fMRI Data Analysis
Data from the functional runs were corrected for head motion (indata from the first eight acquisitions of each functional scan were
subsequently discarded, leaving data series of 128 time points for three dimensions) by means of the Automated Image Registration
(AIR) package (Woods et al., 1998). Because the motion correctioneach voxel. (For four observers, there were 134 acquisitions, stimu-
lus onset was on the third acquisition, and the first six were dis- procedure creates artifacts at the boundaries of the volume, the
first and last slices, as well as a two-voxel border around all of thecarded.) Observers remained in the scanner for approximately 90
min. Foam was used to minimize head motion. remaining slices, were discarded. Data from multiple scans of
the same experiment were subsequently averaged. All subsequent
analysis procedures were written in-house in Matlab (The Math-Experimental Design and Visual Stimuli: fMRI
All functional scans used a two-condition blocked design, alternat- works, Inc., Natick, MA, version 6.1, 2001). Time course data were
preprocessed to remove linear trends (using linear regression) froming “experimental” and “control” blocks. Each block lasted 16 s,
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each voxel independently. For each experiment, the Fourier spectra on a computer mouse. The probe dot appeared at one of ten fixed
locations in the vicinity of the (presumed) boundary, on either sideof the time course data of each voxel were computed using the FFT
procedure. Since the visual stimulation had periodicity of 16 time of the region (side randomized across trials; vertically, all dots were
at the center of the stimulus). The fraction of “out” responses waspoints (8 experimental, 8 control), voxels that are affected by the
experimental manipulation have a large 8th Fourier coefficient (128/ plotted against dot position. These data were fit with a psychometric
function 0.5*[1  tanh(0.745(x  )/)], where  is threshold perfor-16; dc coefficient indexed 0), whereas for voxels unaffected by the
manipulation the magnitude of this coefficient is determined by the mance (82% “out”) and  is bias. 95% confidence intervals for
threshold were calculated using a parametric bootstrap method withnoise. For the affected voxels, the phase of the 8th Fourier coeffi-
cient reveals whether they were more activated in the “experimental” n  2000 samples for each psychometric function.
Stimuli were presented at two retinal sizes, equal to those usedor “control” condition. To identify the voxels affected by the manipu-
lation, we computed the function f(i )  N˜  ||C8(i )||2/	jS||Cj(i )||2, in the fMRI experiment (oriented as squares). The two sizes were
presented within the same block in randomized order. The diameterwhere Cj(i ) is the jth Fourier coefficient of the time course data of
voxel i, S is the set of all coefficients up to 64, excluding those at of the probe dot subtended 9.4 arc-min. The probe dot randomly
appeared at one of ten equidistant locations within the range of53three-point windows around all harmonics {[n 8]/1, n 1, 2,...}
and coefficients 0, 1, 2 (to discard the dc and slow nonlinear drift), to 53 arc-mins (27 to 27 arc-mins for the small stimuli), centered
at the location of the interpolated contours of the IC stimulus. Eachand N˜ 39 (the size of S ). This function yields high values for voxels
affected by the experimental manipulation (independent of the condition thus consisted of 40 different trials (ten dot locations 
two sides  two sizes), repeated ten times in randomized order.shape of the periodic time course) and an F statistic distribution over
the remaining voxels (degrees of freedom [2,2N˜]). Next, statistical Data were subsequently collapsed across the two sides and sizes
of stimuli (analyzed separately, there were no significant differencessignificance values p(i ) were computed from f(i ) for each voxel.
Those values were then adjusted for multiple comparisons by con- between the thresholds and biases of those subsets of data, when
the x axis was scaled for stimulus size). The order of different condi-verting them to values QBHadj(p(i ))  Q(i ) using the procedures intro-
duced by Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995, and Yekutieli and Benja- tion blocks was randomized across observers.
In addition to the IC and SR conditions, we ran two other condi-mini, 1999 (see also Genovese et al., 2002). These procedures
control for the False Discovery Rate, which is the expected propor- tions. In the “real contour” (RC) condition, luminance-defined con-
tours were added to the IC stimulus where the illusory contourstion of erroneously rejected hypotheses among the rejected ones.
Setting our threshold level at   0.05, this means that in the set would normally appear. The purpose was to measure the best possi-
ble performance. In the “crosshair” (XH) condition, the inducersof voxels deemed “significant” by our analysis (i | Q(i )  ) for a
given experiment, there were (on average) no more than 5% voxels were replaced by crosses enclosed within circular outlines (same
diameter as the IC inducers). The purpose was to evaluate baselinewhich were in fact just noise. FDR provides a less strict and therefore
more powerful adjustment for multiple comparisons than proce- performance (when no enclosed region is present). Other aspects
of the design were identical to those of the IC and SR conditions,dures that control the family-wise error (such as Bonferroni) while
at the same time offering a meaningful scale of significance values. except that there were only two repetitions per side per size in the
RC condition. Blocks of the RC and XH conditions were interleavedNext, voxels with Q(i )which did not have at least one contiguous
significant voxel (in the 3D, 26-neighbor volume) were eliminated with the IC and SR conditions.
The Weber contrast of the inducers and crosshairs was 67%; RCfrom the set of voxels deemed significant. This procedure eliminated
more voxels which appeared outside than inside the brain and, contrast was 27%. Stimuli were generated on a SONY VAIO PC
computer at a refresh rate of 75 Hz, using in-house graphics soft-overall, no more than 8% of the voxels, on average. Finally, the
phase of each significant voxel was examined to determine if it was ware. Viewing distance was 57 cm, and observers’ heads were
stabilized with a chin rest. Observers were instructed to fixate onmore active in the “experimental” or “control” block. To distinguish
the two types of voxels, their significance levels were illustrated a fixation point at the center of the screen at all times.
with two different color ranges in the displayed activation maps.
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